
9M1 NET OPERATION GUIDELINES 

 

FEBRUARY 28, 2016 

NET OPENING  
NCS can call all stations or use qualifying statements. Since we use Abbreviated Procedures for 
our net, it is recommended to open with "ABBREVIATED PROCEDURES AUTHORIZED".  
 
All nets shall start with Full Phonetics but after the initial check in, it is not necessary to use Full 
Phonetics. Full Phonetics should be used if propagation is poor the prowords "WORDS TWICE" 
is used or the NCS declares that Full Phonetics will be used. NTM 5.4.1.2 
 
Asking for Priority Traffic is no longer done. Stations with Traffic will note it at check in.  
 
It is recommended, but your choice to use a Qualifying Statement or not. Factors to consider the 
number of anticipated stations and type of net you are running.   
 
9M1 THIS IS AFA9AA THIS IS A DIRECTED NET   STATIONS DO NOT GIVE YOUR 
LOCATION WHEN CHECKING IN OR OUT (This statement will be used for a few weeks until 
the Membership get accustom  to the proper method of conducting a Net) 
9M1 THIS IS AFA9AA OVER  or 
9M1 THIS IS AFA9AA STATIONS WITH TRAFFIC OVER) (Qualifying Statement) 
 

AIR FORCE MARS TRAINING MANUAL 

4.1.2. Collective Call (or Net Call or Group Call)  

One station (such as a Net Control Station) calls a groups of stations collectively. A preliminary call to 

open a net is an example. Example: NEM1, THIS IS AFA1XX (NCS), OVER. Sometimes, 

“Limited Collective Calls” may be used, where the NCS may call for only part of the whole group. 

Example: NEM1, THIS IS AFA1AA, STATIONS WITH TRAFFIC, OVER. In that case, the NCS 

expects to hear only answers from stations with traffic. 

 
Stations checking in giving out their location is a violation of ACP 125F paragraph as shown below. 
So stations being called by state and/or checking in and adding their state at that time fall under this 
paragraph.  
  
"207.c. Locations. Locations, whether Allied or those of an adversary, are the 
most sensitive information sent over radio and are an unrivalled source of 
intelligence; an analyst can invariably relate unencoded enemy locations 
to friendly forces’ positions. This is often due to the inadvertent 
disclosure of associated plain language, in either the same or other 
messages, combined with the analyst’s knowledge of Allied tactical 
doctrine. Furthermore, an enemy commander, given that he is aware 
Allied forces know of his positions, can take appropriate counter action. 
As a general rule, all locations should be encoded." 
   
SOME EXTRA POINTERS. 
  
Brevity--Stations are expected to use prescribed procedures at all times. Transmissions shall be short 
and concise, consistent with clarity. (NTM 10.3.4) 
  
Do not use phrases such as, “from this location,” “at your location,” “how copy,” (use the pro-word Radio 
Check instead),“you are (signal report),” “back to net control,” etc. "I have nothing further", If you have 
nothing further the proword is OUT. "Additional stations", "Stations to enter" for both of these the proword 
OVER works on voice and "K" on digital. 
  
Do not list traffic until you are ready to send the traffic. Stations have a habit of telling net control they will 
have traffic for the net ready at a future time, like 3 or 5 minutes. Unnecessary and wasting net time. 
When providing information to net control they do not need to know why. Example: "Sorry for the delay I 
had to take a phone call." Doesn't matter get on with business.  "Traffic delayed because my computer 
locked up." Doesn't matter. This is just wasting net time.  

Station Responses 



ABBREVIATED PROCEDURE (NTM 4.2.2) 

THIS IS <STATION> <LIST TRAFFIC ONLY> OVER. (Qualifying Statement) 

THIS IS <STATION>OVER. (No Qualifying Statement) 

FULL PROCEDURE (NTM 4.2.1) 

<NCS>, THIS IS <STATION>,  OVER. (All Station Call) 

 

You do not have to say "No Traffic" when checking in. NTM 4.3 

 

Collective Net Calls should be made about every 15 minutes or when appropriate throughout 
the Net by both the NCS and ANCS when directed. 
 
ROGER ENTRY INTO THE NET (NTM 4.1.3) 
<STATIONS in order of check in> <LIST TRAFFIC IF ANY>, THIS IS <NCS>, ROGER, OUT. 
If a station cannot be heard acknowledge all known stations then acknowledge the Unknown 
Station 
UNKNOWN STATION, THIS IS <NCS> OVER.  
(if unreadable another checked in station may be called to relay. If nothing heard broadcast to 
alert all stations that the station needs a relay)  
THIS IS <NCS>, NOTHING HEARD, OUT. Do NOT say, “No Stations Heard” 
 
The use of relays is a valuable tool which allows coverage of the entire Division. Any Station 
that is logged into the net can perform a relay of another station. Note the Station that makes 
the relay, as that station can be a valuable resource later.  
<NCS> THIS IS <STATION> RELAY OVER or THIS IS <STATION> RELAY OVER 
<STATION> THIS IS <NCS> SAY RELAY OVER 
THIS IS <STATION> RELAY (STATION)  (TRAFFIC if any) OVER 
<NCS> ROGER (STATION) OUT or <NCS> ADVISE (STATION) HE/SHE/THEY IS/are 
CHECKED IN, OVER 
It is a good policy to have the Relay Station contact the relayed station and advise they is 
checked into the net in case they don't hear the NCS. 
 
Stations must be checked into the net before relaying others. 
THIS IS <STATION> (TRAFFIC) RELAY, OVER. 
 
ASSIGNING AN ANCS 
<SELECTED STATION>, THIS IS <NCS>, RADIO CHECK, OVER.  
response <SELECTED STATION> <SIGNAL REPORT>, OVER.  
<SELECTED STATION>, THIS IS <NCS>, ASSUME ALTERNATE NET CONTROL, MAKE 
NET CALL, OVER. 
It is important to appoint an ANCS. Review all stations and select a station with supplemental 
coverage to yours. This station will assume NCS Duties if your station has difficulties and goes 
off the air due to unforeseen circumstances. Additional ANCS's can be appointed if it enhances 
the net coverage. If more than one ANCS is assigned, one of them shall be assigned as the 
primary ANCS, who will assume NCS duties as specified above. 
 
NCS DIRECTS NETS. No Universal "ECHO" Directions - Call the ANCS each time, wait for a 
response then request the task or direction.  
 
HANDLING TRAFFIC 
<TRAFFIC STATION>, THIS IS <NCS>, CALL <RECEIVING STATION>, SEND <MESSAGE 
PRIORITY of message>, OUT. (Station to Station) 
Handle Traffic by Priority Highest to Lowest direct traffic as necessary 
 
MARS BUSINESS 
9M1, THIS IS <NCS>, DOES ANY OFFICIAL HAVE BUSINESS FOR THE NET, OVER. 
<STATION> THIS IS <NCS>, SEND YOUR TRAFFIC, OVER. or NOTHING HEARD, OUT. 
 



This is optional and does not have to be done every night. Normally MARS Officials that have 
traffic for the net will advise the NCS they have information. It is not necessary to ask if other 
stations have business/comments for the net. If they have any, they will advise. 
 
CONTINUITY CHECK (ROLL CALL RADIO CHECK (RCRC) (NTM 5.2.3, 10.14.2, ACP 611, 
MOI 11.5) 
Not required on nets lasting less than 1 hour. Not required on 9M1, but can be done at NCS 
descretion. We no longer advise in advance the time RCRC will occure. 
FULL PROCEDURE 
9M1 THIS IS <NCS> ROLL CALL RADIO CHECK FOLLOWS. <STATION>, OVER. 
Response - THIS IS <STATION>, <SIGNAL REPORT>, OVER. 
<NCS> <SIGNAL REPORT>, OUT 
<STATION>, OVER. (Continue calling all stations until all stations are called.) 
 
If no response from the station. 
NOTHING HEARD, OUT.  (Pause in case there is a station that will relay) 
Continue RCRC. 
 
END OF RCRC 
At the end of RCRC it is permitted to call stations which did not respond during RCRC. Use your 
judgment, if the station was weak and was relayed in by another station not the ANCS, you can 
have an alternate station call the station. If still no response close that station.  
DIRECT THE ACTIONS THAT YOU WANT AND CONVEY THAT TO THE STATIONS YOU 
WANT TO TAKE ACTION.  
This will allow you to have control and pick the best station to assist you in the RCRC for the 
UNHEARD STATION.  
 
<UNKNOWN STATION> THIS IS <NCS> ROLL CALL RADIO CHECK, OVER (pause in case 
there is a relay for that station) 
The NCS can choose to have the ANCS or another station make contact.  
<STATION OF CHOICE / ANCS> THIS IS <NCS> CONTACT <UNKNOWN STATION> RADIO 
CHECK, OVER (This step is up to you as the NCS) 
9M1 THIS IS <NCS> ROLL CALL ROLL CALL RADIO CHECK COMPLETE. OUT 
ROLL CALL RADIO CHECK is optional on 1 hr nets. On 9M1, it can be done for training 
purposes if time permits. The NCS will determine when, during the net, the RCRC will occur. 
We no longer announce the time of the RCRC in advance.  
 
However remember, Roll Call Radio Check is a valuable tool and can be conducted when 
needed.  It does not have to be scheduled. An example is a frequency shift. Instead of having all 
stations check in one at a time on a call up, you can do a Roll Call. Roll Call is an efficient way 
of checking propagation with all stations and a check who is available for traffic on the net.  
 
Station Responses (ACP 611, NTM 10.14.1) 
LOUD Your signal is very strong. 
GOOD Your signal strength is good. 
WEAK Your signal strength is weak. 
VERY WEAK Your signal strength is very weak. 
FADING Continuous reception is not possible due to fading. 
 
Report of Readability 
CLEAR The quality of your transmission is excellent. 
READABLE The quality of your transmission is satisfactory. 
UNREADABLE I cannot read you. 
DISTORTED Your signal has distortion. 
WITH INTERFERENCE Your signal has interference. 
INTERMITTENT Your signal is intermittent 
 
NOTE-- There is NO signal strength term "FAIR" only those listed above are acceptable. 



 
STATION CLOSING 
A Station must advise the NCS when they Close Down. It is permissible for a station to request 
to close but not necessary. They may simply state they are closing. 
THIS IS <STATION> CLOSING DOWN (or closing station) OVER 
<STATION> THIS IS <NCS> ROGER OUT 
or 
<NCS> THIS IS <STATION> REQUEST TO CLOSE, OVER. 
<STATION> THIS IS <NCS> CLOSE DOWN. OUT 
 
CLOSING THE NET  
 
We no longer advise in advance the time the net will close. 
9M1, THIS IS <NCS>, CLOSE DOWN, OUT. 
 
Closing for the 9M1 net will be at 55 past the hour. If a net follows remind all stations that the 
net is going to start.  
9ADM01 Monday  
9TGS01 Wednesday  
9M1 Monday thru Friday 
9M1, THIS IS <NCS>, <NET INFORMATION>, CLOSE DOWN, OUT. 
 
Direct the ANCS to Close the net.  
 
<ANCS> THIS IS <NCS>, OVER. Wait for ANCS to respond, CLOSE THE NET, OVER. 
ANCS responds with WILCO, OUT. 9M1 THIS IS <ANCS> <NET INFORMATION> CLOSE 
DOWN. OUT 
 
 
FREE  OR DIRECTED NET (NTM 3.3, 5.2.4) 
All AF MARS Nets are Directed Nets. NCS may declare NET FREE as long as there is no traffic 
or other business – training, traffic and all business must be completed with the net in Directed 
status. 
9M1, THIS IS <NCS>, THIS IS A FREE NET,  OUT.  
 
FREQUENCY SHIFT 
Checking Viability of Other Frequencies 
At times, propagation conditions may dictate moving the net to a secondary frequency. The 
appropriate procedure would be for the NCS have the ANCS and several checked in stations 
transfer to the Alternate Frequency and conduct radio checks. It should take approximately 5 
minutes for these stations to shift frequency, tune their stations and ascertain the viability of 
moving the net to the new frequency.  
<ANCS> <STATION> <STATION> THIS IS <NCS> MOVE TO  <FREQ DESIGNATOR> 
CONDUCT PROPAGATION CHECK AND REPORT BACK, OVER. 
 
Switching to Another Frequency During Net  
Once the NCS is informed that the new frequency is appropriate and the NCS has made the 
decision to shift frequency the ANCS will stay on the original frequency and assume operations. 
The NCS will transfer stations to the new frequency and have them check in. After all stations 
have moved, the ANCS will close the net on the old frequency, check into the new frequency, 
request permission from the NCS to tune. 
 
<ANCS> THIS IS <NCS> ASSUME CONTROL THIS FREQUENCY AFTER NET MOVES TO 
<FREQ DESIGNATOR>, OVER 
<NCS> THIS IS <ANCS> WILCO, OUT 
9M1 THIS IS <NCS> MOVE TO <FREQ DESIGNATOR>, I SAY AGAIN, MOVE TO 
<FREQUENCY DESIGNATOR>. OUT 
Open the new frequency and take check in’s or hold off and conduct a Roll Call of Stations.  



ANCS closes net on old frequency, then reports to the new frequency, requests permission to 
tune and enters the net. 
 
DIGITAL 
 
Digital Modes are fairly new to Air Force MARS, there are no specific guidelines set out for the 
digital modes. There is a tradeoff between speed, and the ability to get the traffic through to your 
recipient. Common Sense is the key word.  
 
M 110A is what is used by DOD, and most Governmental Agencies, but in poor propagation the 
time spent re-sending the traffic to get a clean copy to the recipient is time consuming and a 
waste of Net time. 
 
MT-63 (1K or 2K) is faster but is also propagation sensitive. If propagation is poor this is a good 
digital mode to try. 
 
OLIVIA 32-1K, use this mode as a last resort, it will get through when other modes will not, but it 
is so slow as to border line wasting Net time. 
 
ALWAYS ANNOUNCE DIGITAL TRAFFIC:  Announce what mode, and allow time for the 
others on the Net to be ready to receive the traffic. LISTEN before transmitting, do not blindingly 
send out a digital signal as there may be voice traffic on the net you cannot hear. Remember 
that all Nets are DIRECTED until NCS announces the Net is Free. 
 
The NCS will announce when Digital traffic is allowed, and what mode will be used during the 
net.  
 
Stations preparing to send digital traffic will announce what mode they prefer to send the traffic. 
And wait until NCS calls upon them to send their traffic. 
 
There will be a comprehensive Digital Mode NCS Guide coming out in the near future. Until that 
is developed use common sense to guide you, use Prosigns as much as possible, a list of 
Prosigns may be found in ACP-131. 
 
Remember that Prosigns take the place of prowords used in voice traffic. To make a general net 
call in digital: 9M1 DE <NCS> K. there is no need to spell out everything when a prosign sends 
the same statement with brevity and fewer key strokes. 
 
SECURITY 

Never say the Frequency Designator on-the-air for the frequency you are on. This is a COMSEC 

violation. Direct all Stations to the proper frequency using the Frequency Designator when 
directing or shifting to another frequency.  
 
TUNE UP 
Stations should tune up prior to the net.  When tuning prior to the net use your Call Sign prior to 
tuning. If a net is in progress obtain permission to tune on frequency. The NCS will evaluate and 
allow when appropriate.  
 
SOME EXTRA POINTERS. 
 
Brevity--Stations are expected to use prescribed procedures at all times. Transmissions shall be 
short and concise, consistent with clarity. (NTM 10.3.4) 
 
Do not use phrases such as, “from this location,” “at your location,” “how copy,” (use the pro-
word Radio Check instead),“you are (signal report),” “back to net control,” etc. 
 
Stations shall use PROWORDS  and proper procedure, but remember we must use common 
terms when dealing with customers that are non MARS. (NTM 10.3.5) 



 
Personal Names-- Stations should not expect pleasantries or unnecessary explanations during 
a directed net. The use of personal names is not authorized while a net is formal. Personal First 
Name can be use when then net is informal. (NTM 10.3.6, 12.13.2) 
 
All AF MARS communications are Point-to-Point. You must establish communications with the 
station that you are communicating with first before information is passed. This means calling 
the Station and waiting for their reply. The only exception is when the NCS is calling a station for 
a radio check prior to assigning them as an ANCS.  (NTM 3.5, 10.3.2) 
 
Voice Color-- a Station will not be checked in by the NCS by Voice Color alone. (NTM 10.6.4) 
However voice color is an important component in validating a Station.   
 
Keep in mind that your job as NCS, is to maintain circuit discipline, maintain an accurate log of 
net proceedings and direct traffic to the proper stations.  
 
The job of the NCS to Command and Control the net. You have complete control and make the 
decisions on how you control the net within the guidelines of our policies. Do Not be afraid of 
using your judgment and making the decisions for smooth operation of the net.  


